
            

 

ALEXA TECH TABLE – AN ALEXA-READY CLASSROOM 

Disclaimer:   Learning Connect has no affiliation with the  following Amazon and Alexa Tools.  Any suggested directive, link or product listed may be subject to change or deletion without notice.. 

 

AN ALEXA-READY CLASSROOM 

 

COPPA Compliant Children’s Online Privacy Act  –  imposes certain requirements on operators of websites or online services directed 
to children under 13 years of age, and on operators of other websites or online services that have actual knowledge 
that they are collecting personal information online from a child under 13 years of age.  The Federal Trade 
Commission has clarified that if a child is using their voice as a substitute for typing, in such a way that does not 
reveal any personal information it is not a violation of COPPA.  However, getting parental consent for children under 
13 before bringing in a voice assistant into the classroom is still a safe option. 
 

CIPA Compliant Children’s Internet Protection Act  –  a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to 
offensive content over the internet on school and library computers.  CIPA imposes certain requirements on schools 
or libraries that receive discounts for Internet access or internal connections through the E-rate program  –  a 
program that makes certain communication services and products more affordable for eligible schools and libraries. 
 

FERPA Compliant Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act  –  only protects what is in a student’s educational records.  It covers 
records, files, documents and other material directly related to a student and are maintained by an educational 
agency or institution.  It gives parents and students certain rights as to when records can be released and what 
districts can and cannot do with education records. Mainly, for students who have reached 18 and still attends 
school.  (Same for Inappropriate disclosure on Facebook.) 
 
FERPA allows educators to share student information internally within the institution  –  registrars, counselors.  
Although not illegal, best not to use email  –  not the most secure method of communication.  Data about students 
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may disclosed without parental consent only to school and other education officials to carry out legal specified 
administrative and statistical activities.  Under the law, school may disclose “directory information”  –  basic 
identifying data to a third party, such as name and address after taking certain steps. 
 

How does Alexa 
work? 

1. Alexa is only activated to begin recording conversation when hearing the wake word.   
2. Next, the device uploads audio to amazon cloud.  Amazon’s cloud has algorithms (step by step procedure or set 

of rules) to analyze the speech pattern to detect words being said, based upon accents, clarity and vocabulary.   
3. An automated transcript of what you saying and it is used it to fulfill request. 
 
Some say Alexa is a computer and search engine without a mouse, screen or keyboard. The question is asked, 
instead of typed.  The answer is read, instead of reading. 
 

Is Alexa safe for 
the classroom? 

Once any tech tool enters the classroom, schools and districts are responsible for adhering to CIPA, COPPA and 
FERPA to ensure personal, identifiable student information is secure.  However,  
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is no stranger to schools. For example, grading software, such as, TurnItIn is most likely 
already being used to grade student’s work.  This has to be used under district licenses due to Student Privacy Act.   
 
Learning Connect is an instructional tool offering meaningful pedagogy. The Alexa device is recommended as a “For 
Teacher Use Only” Instructional Planning Device for Learning Connect.  It consists of established Learning Connect 
instructional commands and does not request any external student input. 
 
Unless a teacher stands by Alexa and uses the wake word before talking about a student’s personal record, there 
should be no concern with using Alexa with the Learning Connect software. 
 
However, since Alexa can and is already being used in the classroom as a convenience or classroom management 
tool, Learning Connect will provide professional development on how to increase the privacy on an Alexa device.  
Teachers will be trained on how to use the device properly, including the mastering of privacy settings and deleting 
of audio history. 
 



Is Alexa safe, 
secure and 
restricted? 
 

SAFE  –  Are there safe student interactions with each other or with other adults?  Is there some level of oversight 
and moderation?    
Learning Connect does not require or request any student input or interaction. 
SECURE  –  Are there secure means or steps taken to prevent unauthorized access to student data, including 
passwords, protections, encryptions and transparent, clear data security practices? 
Learning Connect does not require or request any student data or information. 
 
RESTRICTED  –  Is there means to prevent student data from being shared  for non-educational purposes, except for 
unidentified or aggregate data.  Learning Connect is for Teacher Use Only.  Learning Connect should be unplugged 
when not being used to provide student instructional commands during a classroom session. 
 

Acceptable Use 
Policy 

Schools should first determine their goal with the technology.  How does the school plan to use it?  How will it 
enhance teaching and learning?  How does it promote deeper learning and critical thinking?   
 
How will students and parents be educated about privacy issues and digital citizenship?  How will it be introduced 
to students?   
 
Schools should also ensure that device is being used for educational purposes only, and not for personal use by 
teachers or students. (Some schools are generating a list of approved apps and tech for classroom use, approved by 
superintendent and board. )   
 

Responsible Use 
Policy (RUP) 

A school should consider developing a RUP or Responsible Use Policy for tech in the classroom.  RUP is better than 
an Acceptable Use Policy because it is developed by teacher and administrators as a living document that evolves 
as needed.  For example, when device isn’t in use, it should be unplugged, not just off, because it is always listening 
for the wake word.  Next, each class may develop a RUP or Responsible Use Policy for the classroom.  However, 
Voice Intelligence is more communal, than a laptop or tablet.  It is easier to check for off-task behavior. 
 

Establish Alexa 
Classroom 
Expectations 

Rules should be established as to if and when students can access the device and the expectations for use.  Come 
up with some agreed upon ground rules.  Once expectations are set, practice, practice, practice.  Use teachable 
moments, if created.  Who is allowed to talk to Alexa? If students are allowed to use, keep a list of Accepted 
Commands close to the device. 



 

How many school 
districts are 
integrating voice 
technologies in 
the classroom? 

According to Ed Week Research Center  –  In 2019, 11  percent of educators say their school district are integrating 
voice technologies in the classroom to some degree for teaching and learning.  The  
State Department of Education has not provided any formal guidance on the use of voice assistants in the 
classroom.  However, they have highlighted instances of private conversations being posted online or monitored by 
outside observers that could be violation of the student privacy act.  This is as much true for audio recordings as 
voice assistants.  For example, a recording of a student being disciplined or having a medical emergency could be 
considered violation of federal student privacy act.  However, many education experts are recognizing that artificial 
voice intelligence has a wide range of uses, such as helping students with learning disabilities to helping all students 
with specific student research projects. 
 

Can Alexa be 
added to the 
network? 
 

Some districts say that if districts pay for the device, IT can configure Alexa to the school network. 
Others just go to app, add device, turn on Bluetooth and connect to school WIFI. 
 

Should Alexa’s 
name be 
changed? 

To avoid any of the 80,000 students under 18 named Alexa being at risk for harassment, please change name to 
Computer or Echo. 
  

  



 

ALEXA CLASSROOM PRIVACY PREP STEPS 

1. Consider establishing a separate Amazon Account. Use for only Alexa in the classroom.  Disable shopping, purchases and take 
other recommended privacy steps. 

2. Download Alexa App from Store on Smart Phone. 
(Make sure you are signed in to Amazon Echo 
Account linked to your Classroom Account. To do 
so, sign out at bottom of settings page, and sign 
back into correct Amazon account.) 
 

App Store  >> Alexa App  >> Download Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom 
right corner of app home page)  >> Add a Device  >>  Follow Prompts. 

There are two ways to get to a specific device on the app to customize device for use  >> name, wake word, etc. 
A. Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  >> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device 

Settings  
B. Alexa App  >> More Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Settings  >> Device Settings  >> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device 

Settings 
 

3. Change device name, such as Smith Classroom. 
 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  
>> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings – 
 >> Edit Name (Under Device Name) 
 

4. Choose a wake word  –  Alexa, Amazon, Computer 
or Echo. 

 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  
>> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  >> 
Scroll Wake Word  >> Select New Wake Word (Alexa, Amazon, Computer, 
Echo). 

5. Turn off Voice Purchasing. 
 

Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Account Settings  >> Voice Purchasing. 
 

6. Turn off Shopping Notifications, especially if using 
personal account.  Otherwise, Alexa will light up 
during class. 

Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Notifications-Amazon Shopping  >> Click to Toggle Off Each Notification 
Type to Disable. 



7. For Music, enable Explicit Filter and Voice 
Deactivation. 
(To enable Explicit Filter, music services that can 
filter will block explicit songs on Alexa Device.  
Current Applicable Music Services are Amazon, 
Pandora and TuneIn.  Other music services will not 
be playable with filter enabled.) 
(To enable Voice Deactivation, allows Explicit Filter 
to be turned on and off with your voice.) 
 

Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Scroll to Music & Podcasts  >> Click on Explicit Language Filter  >> Click to 
Toggle to Enable the Explicit Filter.  Then, Enable Voice Deactivation. 
 
“Alexa, block explicit songs.” 
 
 
 

8. For Blocking Calls, Messages or Drop Ins, use Do 
Not Disturb. 

 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  
>> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  >> 
Scroll to Do Not Disturb  >> Toggle to On  >> Insert Schedule for Do Not 
Disturb, If Desired. 
 
 

9. Turn on Automatic or Manual Voice Recording 
History Deletion option.  (Let students see what 
Alexa heard to avoid future misuse.) 

 

To delete Alexa History Manually:  Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right 
corner of home page)  >>  Settings  >> Scroll to Alexa Privacy  >> Review Voice 
History  >> Click on Displaying Filter  >> Filter by Date (All History) and Device 
(All Devices)  >> Click on Delete all my recordings. 
 
To Enable History Deletion by Voice:  Alexa App – >> Click More (on bottom 
right corner of home page)  >>  Settings  >> Scroll to Alexa Privacy-Manage 
Your Alexa Data  >> Click on Enable Deletion by Voice Toggle to Disable  >> 
Choose how long to save recordings. 
 
“Alexa, delete everything I said today.” 
 

10. Manage skill permissions for any add additional 
skills added to Alexa Device 

Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings –-
Scroll to Alexa Privacy –Manage Skills Permissions  >> Disable any skill 
requesting access to email, full name, postal code, address, location, view 



Alexa lists, modify Alexa lists, first name, mobile number, Amazon Pay. 
 

11. Turn off Help Develop New Features Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Scroll to Alexa Privacy-Manage Your Alexa Data  >> Scroll down to Use of 
Voice Recordings  >> Click on Toggle to Disable –Scroll to Use Messages to 
Improve Transcriptions  >> Click on Toggle to Disable. 

12. Under Request Sounds, have a tone play at the 
beginning and end of the Alexa notification to 
notify when Alexa is on or off without looking at 
the device. 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  
>> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  >> 
Sounds  >> Request Sounds  >> Click on Toggle to Enable Start of Request and 
End of Request. 
 

13. To set up for weather, add zip code and tap save.  
No need to give full address. 

 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & Alexa)  
>> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  >> 
Scroll to Device Location  >> Click Address  >> Only Insert Zip Code  >> Click 
Save. 
 

14. Keep Alexa muted or unplugged when not in use. Simply press red button on tip of the device.  It will turn red indicating it is in 
mute mode. 
 

  



 

OPTIONAL CLASSROOM READY TASKS: 

15. Turn on Brief Voice Response to make short sound 
instead of voice response for simple messages to 
save time.   
(When enabled, Alexa speaks less and may play a 
short sound instead of giving a voice response.) 

 

Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Scroll to Voice Responses- Click on Toggle to Enable Brief Mode. 
 

16. Set a different volume for Alarms, Timers and 
Notifications. 
 

 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & 
Alexa)  >> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  
>> Sounds  >> Alarms, Timer and Notifications  >> Slide Sound Ruler and Click 
on Toggle to Enable Gradual Increase Alarm Volume. To Customize Alarm 
and Notification Sounds  >> Scroll down to Custom Sounds  >> Click on Alarm  
>> Click on Notification.  
 

17. To set up for follow-up to enable not having to 
constantly repeat wake word.  Alexa does stay on 
waiting for the next request.  Limit background noise 
in between commands. 

 

Alexa App  >> Device Tab (bottom of screen)  >> Devices (Select Echo & 
Alexa)  >> All Devices (Scroll to Specific Device)  >> Device  >> Device Settings  
>> Scroll to Follow-Up Mode  >> Click on Toggle to Enable Follow-Up Mode. 
 

18. Turn on or off Recognized Voices  >> not needed in 
classroom unless teacher has distinct accent.  Voice 
Recognition allows Alexa to call you by name.  If you 
have Alexa switch accounts, another person’s voice 
can be added and receive personalized news, music 
and shopping.  
(If you choose not to have any voice recording saved, 
the text transcripts will be kept for 30 days.  To 
change, go to Settings-Alexa Privacy-Review Voice 
History.) 

“Alexa, turn off Automatic Voice Recognition.” 
“Alexa, turn off Recognized Voices.” 
“Alexa, switch accounts.”  
“Alexa, learn my voice.” 
 
 
Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  
>> Account Settings  >> Your Profile  >> Voice  >> Create Voice Profile  >> 
Follow Prompts. 
 

Or 



To Create Voice Profile:   Alexa App  >> Click More (on 
bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  >> 
Account Settings-Recognized Voice  >> Create Voice 
Profile  >> Follow Prompts. 
 

To Delete Voice Profile:  Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of 
home page)  >> Settings  >> Account Settings  >> Recognized Voice –-Manage 
Voice Profile  >> Delete Voice Profile. 
 

19. If using a separate Classroom Alexa Account, link a 
Classroom Calendar and eliminate or restrict any 
email access. 
(To restrict access to any email, add a 4-digit voice 
code.) 
(To keep Alexa from reading out calendar event and 
start times, click Calendar Notifications off and click 
on Do Not Disturb for a scheduled amount of time.  
When Do Not Disturb is enabled, Alexa will not 
disturb, except for alarms and timers.) 

 

“Alexa, add to the Alexa Classroom calendar.” (Follow Date and Time 
Prompts.) 
“Alexa, what is on the Alexa Classroom calendar for today? 
“Alexa, what is on the Alexa Classroom calendar for the week?” 
“Alexa, move school assembly from 10 am to 2 pm on Alexa Classroom”. 
 

20. To add a 4-digit voice code to email:  Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right corner of home page)  >> Settings  >> Scroll down to 
Calendar & Email  >> Accounts –Click on Email Restrictions  >> Click on Voice Code Toggle to Add a Four-Digit Code-Digit   >> 
Keyboard will Appear  >> Insert Code. 
 

21. To add Calendar:  Alexa App  >> Click More (on 
bottom right corner of home page) –Settings  >> 
Scroll down to Calendar & Email  >> Accounts  >> 
Click on Accounts  >> Click on Plus icon to Add 
Account  >> (Select a calendar from Google, 
Microsoft, Apple, or Microsoft Exchange  >> Follow 
Prompts). 

To disable Calendar Notifications: Alexa App  >> Click More (on bottom right 
corner of home page)  >> Settings  >> Scroll down to Calendar & Email –
Accounts  >> Click on Calendar Notifications  >> Click on Toggle to Disable 
Notifications.  Then, Click on Do Not Disturb  >> Click on Do Not Disturb 
Toggle to Disable Calendar Notifications  >> Click Scheduled to complete the 
Start time and Ending Time for No Calendar Notifications. 

 

 


